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A Message from  
the Board Chair
Impact: like a boulder thrown in a small pond, there is  
the big splash and many ripples.

Undoubtedly, the big splash in 2017 was the hiring  
of the Foundation’s first Executive Director in April.  
Mr. Simon Mallett is an accomplished theatre director,  
arts administrator and leader in the arts community. He 
is known for pushing boundaries and asking insightful 
questions. And so, it was with confidence and anticipation 
that the Foundation welcomed Simon.

A significant ripple was the Foundation’s move to cSPACE on 
January 1 as the first tenant in the new arts incubator.  
By year-end, our new home is fully functional and proving 
to be a strategic location for the Foundation as there is daily 
opportunity to interact with a creative community and visits 
from the Cultural Minister and 
local politicians happen regularly.

The Foundation threw a rock 
back into municipal politics with 
the re-launch of ArtsVote under 
the banner of Creative Calgary. 
The goal of this organization is not only to increase the 
positive public profile of the arts, but to seek a significant 
and sustained civic investment in the arts. The Foundation 
research into arts funding models has bolstered Creative 
Calgary’s argument that the arts sector can no longer rely  
on disproportionate corporate support. 

As we envisioned a new business model for the arts in Calgary, 
we peppered the Foundation pond with new professional 
development programs and ideas. Geraldine successfully 
introduced RAFT and REAL, and thanks to her efforts these 
administrative offerings are now firmly established in the 
Foundation portfolio. Our research on boards was explored 
in a seminar that saw board chairs and executive directors in 
Calgary come together for the first time. The Foundation held 
a very productive strategic planning session that resulted in a 
restatement of our values, vision, mission; the development 

of a new granting program to be introduced in 2018; and 
focused aspirational ideas for eventual national impact. 
Notably, our educational research is already reaching an 
international audience, and received an enthusiastic response 
from renowned national philanthropists and international 
academics at a conference held in Victoria in November. 
Finally, we were pleased to report all of this activity via our  
new website and bi-weekly newsletters.

Some stones skipped in and out of the waters this year. The 
big splash for Geraldine was the birth of her second son, 
Lucas. While Geraldine spends some “Mom” time at home, 
Derek Stevenson was recruited to manage our arts leadership 
programs. The fact that Derek is himself a RAMP graduate, 
is very satisfying. Also, as Simon transitioned into the 
Foundation, Andrew Long found new artistic pursuits, and  

we wished him well. The Foundation 
was pleased to sign a new 
partnership agreement with GOOD 
Company, even as we bid farewell to 
Structured Abstraction who have been 
such a vital partner for many years. Of 

course, the Foundation board experienced ripples as well with 
Bruce Halliday joining us early in the New Year, and at year-
end, Alec Milne being elected as a Member of the Foundation.  
I am truly grateful for our strong board that provides 
thoughtful counsel and is so dedicated. I would also like to 
acknowledge the Foundation investment manager, Sandstone 
Asset Management, who produces outstanding returns this 
past year which puts us in a strong financial position for all  
our ambitious plans for 2018.

2017 was surely a year of impact.

Mary Rozsa de Coquet 
Board Chair

Undoubtedly, the big splash in 2017  
was the hiring of the Foundation’s  
first Executive Director in April.
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2017 was undeniably a year of change, both for me personally 
as well as for the Rozsa Foundation. In April, I departed from 
Downstage, the theatre company I founded back in 2004, 
to join the Rozsa Foundation as Executive Director. Having 
worked with Mary and the Foundation on the 25th Anniversary 
Celebration in 2015, I had developed both a deep appreciation 
for the history and legacy of Drs. Ted and Lola Rozsa, as well 
as tremendous excitement for the myriad of ways in which the 
Rozsa Foundation currently fosters and supports the arts sector 
throughout Alberta. The opportunity to collaborate with arts 
organizations across the province, to champion new initiatives 
and to play a vital role in the health and wellbeing of the arts in 
Alberta was a dream come true.

The winds of change were already blowing strong upon my 
arrival at the Foundation. Two new arts leadership programs 
had recently been developed and piloted for the first time and 
the office’s move to cSPACE King Edward provided a wonderful 
new home in which we could collaborate with neighbours and 
welcome others into our new community. 

A strategic planning session in June provided an opportunity 
for us to redefine our vision, mission and values and clarify our 
strategic directions moving forward. This clarity then allowed me 
to enter into the process of redesigning the Rozsa Foundation’s 
granting program, which will come into effect in early 2018. 
Along with many smaller changes we’ve made to operations and 
procedures, including the introduction of our e-newsletter to 
better communicate with our diverse array of stakeholders, we’re 
continuing the Rozsa Foundation’s work of being responsive to 
challenges while looking forward to the future.

I’ve now been with the Foundation for nine months, and my 
enthusiasm and excitement for the work we’re doing and what 
lies ahead has only continued to grow. I owe a huge thanks to 
Mary and the rest of the Board for their trust and support, and  
I keenly look forward to what’s ahead in 2018.

Cheers,

Simon Mallett 
Executive Director

A Message  
from the  
Executive  
Director

My enthusiasm and excitement for 
the work we’re doing and what lies 
ahead has only continued to grow. 
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STRATEGIC GOALS

Our Vision,  
Mission, and Values

OUR VISION

The Rozsa Foundation is a catalyst 
for transformational impact, 
invigorating a thriving arts sector.

 

OUR MISSION

The Rozsa Foundation strengthens 
our community by developing, 
supporting, and celebrating arts 
organizations and leaders.

 

OUR VALUES

Continuing the legacy of Drs. Ted and Lola Rozsa, the Rozsa 
Foundation values:

• Integrity and leading by example

• Personal interaction, relationship building, and working collaboratively

• Exploration, risk-taking and curiosity

• Having tangible impact in our community

• Encouraging excellence in arts management and artistic expression

• Diversity, inclusion and equity

• Examining and enhancing the relationship between business and the arts

 GRANTS

We invest in initiatives 
that support a dynamic 
arts community through 
innovation, partnership, and 
inclusion.

LEADERSHIP  
DEVELOPMENT

We develop arts leaders, 
fostering organizational 
resilience.

ROZSA AWARD

We celebrate arts 
managers who embody 
the Foundation’s values 
and have demonstrated 
excellence in organizational 
leadership.

RESEARCH

We support applied research 
that strengthens the arts 
sector, emphasizing its 
value to society.
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Founded in 1990, the Rozsa Foundation is a philanthropic 
organization known for effective support and advocacy 
for the arts in Alberta. The Foundation builds on the 
legacy of Drs. Ted and Lola Rozsa, who were celebrated 
champions of the arts for their support of not-for-profit 
arts organizations active in the City of Calgary. Now second 
and third generation family members oversee the work 
of the Foundation which includes regular funding of grant 
applications along with investments in research, arts 
leadership programs and special projects that move the 
arts sector forward. Rozsa family members also direct 
discretionary funds to non-arts initiatives.

In 2003, the Rozsa Foundation wished to honor the 
philanthropy of Drs. Ted and Lola Rozsa who had combined 
their love of the arts with an insistence upon good business 
practice. This brought about the introduction of the Rozsa 

Award, designed to recognize, promote and celebrate 
excellence in arts management in order to make the field 
more attractive for future leaders. Established by leveraging 
funds given to Dr. Ted Rozsa as part of the 2002 Edmund C. 
Bovey Award, the Rozsa Award has seen over one million 
dollars in prize money and benefits distributed to Award 
recipients and their arts organizations.

Starting in 2012, the Foundation began commissioning 
applied research which links arts with business, wellness 
and education, and supports proposed changes in 
public policy in those areas. The same year also saw the 
introduction of the Rozsa Arts Management Program in 
partnership with the University of Calgary’s Haskayne 
School of Business. This program is also offered in 
Edmonton through the Alberta School of Business at the 
University of Alberta, and the Foundation’s Arts Leadership 
programs have grown to three professional development 
offerings for arts managers of all levels.

The Rozsa Foundation is constantly exploring new frontiers 
where support for the arts will impact communities locally, 
provincially and nationally. 

Our History
by Sarah Adams

The Rozsa Award has seen over one million 
dollars in prize money and benefits 
distributed to Award recipients and their  
arts organizations.
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Pianoscapes was Honens’ gift to Calgary for the 150th anniversary 
of Canada’s Confederation. The project was inspired by the desire 
to enrich our community through increased access to high quality 
live classical music and to encourage collaboration between 
business, music, and visual art. Through this project, five pianos 
were transformed with designs representative of local artists’ 
unique reflections of Canada and what it means to be Canadian.

With the generous support of the Rozsa Foundation, along with 
the Calgary Foundation, Downtown Calgary, and ACAD, the 
Pianoscapes event on Stephen Avenue kicked off the 2017 Honens 
Festival where a concert highlighting solo performances by the 
festival’s five featured pianists culminated in a moving five-piano 
rendition of O Canada. 

Following the Stephen Avenue event, the legacy of this Canada 150 
initiative lives on: all five pianos have been placed in accessible 
public community spaces across Calgary and have been made 
available for free public programming. The Rozsa Foundation 
was a key partner in finding one of the pianos a home in the new 
international wing of the Calgary airport. 

In addition to the impact that Pianoscapes has had on our 
community, it has also transformed the way Honens collaborates 
with other Calgary organizations. Pianoscapes created 
relationships with businesses and other arts organizations that 
continue to inform ideas and choices for both marketing and 
programming activities in 2018, offering us all the opportunity 
to further our own missions, together. Thank you to the Rozsa 
Foundation for your vital support!

Left: Po Yeh, former Honens Manager of Community Engagement, speaks to the crowd at the 2017 Honens Festival Pianoscapes launch.  
Right: Stephen Avenue was treated to fantastic performances during the 2017 Honens Festival Pianoscapes launch. 

A Grant  
Story:  
Pianoscapes
by Lisa Farquharson, Honens

Photos by: Monique de St-Croix
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Granting
by Simon Mallett

Since the inception of the Rozsa Foundation, Grants have been a key 
component of our mission, allowing us to directly support Alberta-
based arts charities in their pursuit of new opportunities and 
initiatives, strengthening organizations and the sector as a whole. 
This support continued through our existing grant streams in 2017, 
but we also began the work of redesigning our granting program 
for increased impact and investment in the coming years. 

Grants were made to support twenty-five applications for a total 
of $169,064. Support was made in each of the Foundation’s grant 
streams, supporting Administrative Capacity ($59,600), Programming 
($62,100), Tools of the Trade ($35,364) and the ARIIVA internship 
grant ($12,000). The Foreign Exchange grant offered in 2016, which 
was only intended as a one-time offering, was discontinued. 

The Rozsa Foundation funded sixty percent of the applications we 
received, with the vast majority of successful applicants receiving 
the full requested amount. Grants were made across a number 
of different disciplines, with small, medium-sized and large 
organizations receiving a fairly equal number.

Geographically, eighteen of the twenty-five grants were to Calgary-
based organizations, along with three provincial organizations 
based in Edmonton, one Edmonton-based organizations partnering 
with Calgary organizations, one Edmonton-based organization 
in support of a RAMP Action Learning Plan, one application in 
Canmore and one in Red Deer. 

Red DeerCanmore

Edmonton/ Calgary 
partnership

Edmonton-based 
organization

18

1 1
1 1

Calgary-based
organizations

Provincial 
organizations3

VISUAL ARTISTS 
Karen Biko

Kristen Carleton

Eveline Kolijn

Brianna Strong

Kale Vanderbroek & Angela Smyth 

PIANO HOSTS 
Arts Commons

cSPACE King Edward

International Ave BRZ

University of Calgary, Great Hall, 
Rozsa Centre

YYC International Airport

PIANOSCAPES PIANISTS 
Luca Buratto 

Katherine Chi 

Dmitry Nesterov 

Jon Kimura Parker 

Dinuk Wijeratne

GRANTS BY AREA
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BY DISCIPLINE    

Discipline Number $Total

Cultural 2 $6,000

Dance 1 $7,500

Festival 1 $3,100

Film/Media 2 $19,000

Literary 1 $1,000

Music 5 $42,000

Theatre 10 $65,700

Visual 3 $24,764

BY ORGANIZATIONAL BUDGET

Small  
(<$200k)

Medium  
($200k – $750k)

Large  
(>$750k)

8 grants 9 grants 8 grants

$33,964 $58,600 $76,500 

It remains a source of great pride that we continue to 
provide funding in areas that most other funders do not. 
Respecting the legacy of Drs. Ted and Lola Rozsa, the 
Foundation has long been focused on providing resources 
to implement key business practices, such as strategic 
planning, and the programming initiatives and tools we fund 
move organizations toward stronger business models as a 
result. We continue to prioritize collaboration and the ability 
to leverage funds, and have expanded our focus on equity, 
diversity and inclusion.

In keeping with our values, throughout all of our granting 
processes the Rozsa Foundation places an emphasis on 
the personal interaction we are able to provide potential 
grantees. We frequently speak to applicants prior to 
receiving their proposals in order to ensure fit with the 
Foundation’s funding priorities and to provide guidance 
as they craft their submission. This approach is often 
specifically articulated as a positive element of the Rozsa 
Foundation’s grant process in evaluations we receive. This 
level of conversation also allows us to learn about the new 
challenges facing arts organizations so that our grants and 
programs can be adaptive to the changing environment.

Through the latter part of the year, we began to look 
outward and engage other funders and arts organizations 
in conversation to evaluate our existing granting program 
in order to see where a more specific articulation of our 
goals or redesigned granting streams could better serve 
the needs of the arts community. As a result, the Board 
of the Rozsa Foundation has approved a new granting 
program that will be implemented in early 2018. We 
anticipate developing relationships with new organizations 
while renewing our dialogue with those we’ve funded in 
years past, all while making significant increases in our 
investments into the arts sector. We are excited to continue 
to work with organizations to look toward the future and 
pursue innovative possibilities while emboldening strong 
management and leadership models.

...continued

Making Treaty 7 performed on a tourable 
set designed by Andrew Moro, funded by a 

grant from the Rozsa Foundation.
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On May 23rd, 2017 the Rozsa Foundation 
held a small symposium to share 
research on board membership in arts 
organizations and its impact on fund 
development.

Led by Roy Suddaby of the Peter B. 
Gustavson School of Business at the 
University of Victoria and Peter Sherer 
of the Haskayne School of Business at 
the University of Calgary, the symposium 
looked at the results of research into the 
membership of boards of the 29 largest 
performing arts organizations in Canada. 

Membership by sector and corporation 
was analyzed and cross referenced 
with donations made by those same 
sectors and companies to see whether 
assumptions around board membership 
and support were true.

In addition to sharing the information 
available, questions were then generated 
by those organizations in attendance 
that will guide the next phase of this 
research, which will be accompanied by 
a broadening of the data set into mid-
sized organizations as well as those 
representing visual and language arts.

This research was made possible through 
a generous grant from the Government of 
Alberta’s Community Initiatives Program.

The complete preliminary findings of their 
research may be viewed on our website at 
rozsafoundation.org/research.

Research
by Sarah Adams

BOARD MEMBERS BY INDUSTRY

CORE INDUSTRIES BY PROVINCE
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Arts  
Leadership
by Derek Stevenson

RAFT

IN CALGARY: 9 GRADUATES IN THE 2017 COHORT, 4 OF WHOM HAVE NOW MOVED ON TO RAMP 
IN EDMONTON: 11 GRADUATES IN THE 2017 COHORT

The Rozsa Admin Fundamentals Training (RAFT) program is the first step in our suite of arts leadership 
programs. RAFT is for those who have recently started working (less than 3 years) in an arts organization 
and are looking to build their knowledge and skillset in arts management. Participants are invited to 
take part in a fictional case-study of an arts organization, allowing them to engage with topics including 
organizational structure, board and staff relations, strategic planning and project planning.

“ The RAFT program was a great networking opportunity, 
a good place for discussion and learning, as well an 
important part of the development of best practices in 
the arts in Alberta.” 

Diana Moser, Arts Council Wood Buffalo

“ RAFT gave me the valuable opportunity to learn the 
language of arts management alongside my peers in the 
industry. I would recommend it to anyone starting out  
in this field!” 

Julia Caroline Dolman, Edmonton Symphony Orchestra  
& Winspear Centre

In 2017, significant change came to the Rozsa Foundation’s 
Arts Leadership programs in the form of two new professional 
development opportunities to compliment the Rozsa Arts 
Management Program (RAMP). 

We recognized gaps in the arts sector when it came to professional 
development opportunities for early career and senior level 
employees. As a result, we developed and launched the Rozsa 
Admin Fundamentals Training (RAFT) program, designed by our 
Arts Leadership Director Geraldine Ysselstein, and the Rozsa 
Executive Arts Leadership (REAL) program, created in partnership 
with Transcend Management Advisors Inc.

Combined with our highly successful RAMP program, the Rozsa 
Foundation now has a suite of professional training programs 
designed for employees working in the arts sector in Alberta. 

The pilots for both of these new programs were so successful that 
we’re thrilled to be offering them again in 2018. Our programs 
now function as a three-step process, which takes participants 
from arts admin basics to high-level strategizing and multi-
organizational collaboration as their careers progress.

Participants of the Rozsa Admin Fundamentals Training (RAFT) program 
gather for a session in the CKUA Edmonton space, 2017.

https://u6279550.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/click?upn=bWbiPPnpwq1MuzJgI8pICUECmAibX8Ag-2B6G9WnTdmxo-3D_mWCwwM8HlX5y7Fm6RbgPLHFB0jjHBhY-2BkRNKcuEhsEs-2FTtZEOO1aL6Udhv07xzQukZ6lybZTH7U7PAEyG3KTRyJ6-2FemFHhiCTO-2FxMuP7CbXxzP9-2BPxgwxS065CLrjZnNx2HLuV1vx9IyKmUfJwiVjXOX1b621FUC188i5WXE770l7Yp5t60i7cJsq4aiLokAnMtjQ2VRApwbqJ55jtpBoOmUKlS5qmUmyTaH3Gi2oiEFhS9oqtPMN1DqPAWEyXcytkUcfrTMDP-2FTwZBGB0ZqwMignosgKAHfIG4mW-2BLnb6xlg2wIMgWSkwt1jRvMrhdo4QY33wf-2F2zel2-2Ftwc8wofg9bYqiImxG2gP4ECsy-2Fgy7fQCtwlpDTPSfN-2FBJopK24BKfuZJQVjXwReJNVb4xkQu07p2sL6zfwdfOrM4KICQipiwNcJ2gI8p0EttgV6oN8GBLT9M5ajof-2BpA2ct-2BRPCueFv86d7UcK9XyIImQbcPlI934-2BPyHcq-2BsY2YmHLyhc5cfL2U4Uebzpd6aQLPgOEIy-2BnAy3B0A7dalnAyS-2BDfP7hZ-2FlOEadfwmsIIZXEaa0SMQjfbd3sYhcLBumCqjI3aafh4sYyzbAYGcmBgXXc54-3D


RAMP

IN CALGARY: 24 GRADUATES IN THE 2017 COHORT

In partnership with the Haskayne School of Business at 
the University of Calgary, the Rozsa Arts Management 
Program (RAMP) was designed to support mid-level 
arts managers and administrators in strengthening 
their organizations by addressing new audience 
development, board succession planning, fund 
development, strategic planning, membership 
development, organizational sustainability, human 
resources, youth and community outreach, and many 
other challenges faced by the arts sector.

“ Whether you are new to arts administration or a seasoned 
veteran, The Rozsa Arts Management Program will give 
you a strong foundation of knowledge and networking that 
will help with all aspects of your organization.  I strongly 
recommend it to anyone looking to partner better business 
with amazing creativity.” 

  Luke Dahlgren, Rozsa Centre (U of C)

" Through my participation in RAMP, I learned about best 
practices in key areas of arts management, expanded my 
network in the vibrant arts sector in Calgary and Alberta, 
and developed a greater appreciation of the importance of 
business competencies to the long-term viability of arts 
organizations."

  Jennifer Fournier, RAMP Participant 2017

" RAMP has been an outstanding opportunity, both personally 
and on behalf of the organization I work with, to learn from 
leadership, marketing and management experts as well as 
from my colleagues in the arts. Sharing experiences and 
issues from one organization to another has been a rich and 
educational experience."

 Parisa Radmanesh, Esker Foundation

REAL

IN CALGARY: 7 GRADUATES IN THE 2017 COHORT, 
5 OF WHOM HAD PREVIOUSLY COMPLETED RAMP 

The Rozsa Executive Arts Leadership (REAL) program, 
in partnership with Transcend Management Advisors 
Inc., provides a unique context for experienced arts 
leaders to take their skills to a higher level. The 
interactive learning environment - where participants 
learn from each other, the facilitator, and guest 
speakers - utilizes hands-on experiential learning 
and peer-to-peer mentoring techniques to increase 
capacity and capability. Participants take turns  
hosting the meetings, allowing others a glimpse  
of the behind –the-scenes operations of each 
participant’s organization. 

 “REAL allows you to learn and network with your Arts 
Management peers. It creates a safe environment in which 
you can ask serious questions and helps you to realize that we 
are all dealing with similar issues.  I found I made some good 
business connections and I am looking forward to working 
with them in the future.” 

Chelsey Kehler, Leighton Art Centre

“A good investment of time and money — professional, 
well organized and facilitated — an excellent way to support 
and grow staff personally and professionally. REAL (like 
RAFT and RAMP) is a great way to connect with other 
arts organizations in meaningful ways to foster creativity, 
collaboration and community between organizations, 
patrons and audience”. 

Steven Gallant, Contemporary Calgary

Participants of our Rozsa Executive Arts Leadership (REAL) 
program, in the Contemporary Calgary space, 2017. Photo 

credit: Wilma Slenders

Rozsa Arts 
Management 
Program (RAMP) 
participant 
Victoria Sanchez 
presenting her 
Action Learning 
Project (ALP) to 
the Leighton Art 
Centre Board, 
2017.
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https://u6279550.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/click?upn=pi61n9LmO8hyKxFlESlZp-2BaTCBURi4ho73wdT5EO6-2BRaYeprRz7-2FsQURqc9yY-2BJR_mWCwwM8HlX5y7Fm6RbgPLHFB0jjHBhY-2BkRNKcuEhsEs-2FTtZEOO1aL6Udhv07xzQukZ6lybZTH7U7PAEyG3KTRyJ6-2FemFHhiCTO-2FxMuP7CbXxzP9-2BPxgwxS065CLrjZnNx2HLuV1vx9IyKmUfJwiVjXOX1b621FUC188i5WXE770l7Yp5t60i7cJsq4aiLokAnMtjQ2VRApwbqJ55jtpBoOmUKlS5qmUmyTaH3Gi2oiEFhS9oqtPMN1DqPAWEyXcytkUcfrTMDP-2FTwZBGB0ZqwMignosgKAHfIG4mW-2BLnb6xlg2wIMgWSkwt1jRvMrhdo4QY33wf-2F2zel2-2Ftwc8wofg9bYqiImxG2gP4ECsy-2Fgy7fQCtwlpDTPSfN-2FBJopK24BKfuZJQVjXwReJNVb4xkQu07p2sL6zfwdfOrM4KICQipiwNcJ2gI8p0EttgV6oN8Ll7uAGkUO9XoHL7HfZSV7fcCE94BB68Qtg1-2BFgYoLWKsJTz-2FDj8Idsu3lCoc1b0J43ajI1xGbaXBGgmlWNgEElAf2wZajvUAyTglFOmtGTHr00cq0OJ72EPSG0N7WGSKbN8IkbRV2jXdG12FutoLTQldcmSnv5WoOHEs0l7Ly4A-3D
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Left to right: 

An enthusiastic audience at the 2017 
Rozsa Award celebration. 

Rozsa Foundation Board Chair Mary  
Rozsa de Coquet speaks at the 2017 
Rozsa Award, with daughter MC Rozsa 
de Coquet. 

David Chantler is serenaded during  
the 2017 Rozsa Award celebration.

Trickster Theatre’s past Board Chair 
Dennis McKernan pins a yellow rose 
onto 2017 Rozsa Award recipient David 
Chantler’s lapel, as Sheryl Chantler  
looks on. 

Lieutenant Governor of Alberta, 
Honorable Lois Mitchell enjoying the 
2017 Rozsa Award celebration with 
husband Doug Mitchell, Rozsa Foundation 
President Mary Rozsa de Coquet, and 
Rozsa Foundation Member Ruth Ann 
Rozsa Rayner. 

All photos by: Diane + Mike Photography
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On October 16th, 2017, the Rozsa Foundation hosted 
approximately 200 guests in the lobby of the Jack Singer 
Concert Hall in Arts Commons for the 14th annual Rozsa 
Award celebration. The evening was marked with great 
company, food and entertainment, the celebration of a trio of 
organizational leaders, and culminated in the announcement 
of the 2017 recipient for the Rozsa Award for Excellence in 
Arts Management.

Before the award celebration began, a lovely and intimate 
VIP reception featured speeches that welcomed and 
thanked the Award partners and the Foundation Board for 
their contributions. Attendees at the reception included 
Her Honour, the Honourable Lois E. Mitchell, Lieutenant 
Governor of Alberta along with MLA’s Ric McIver, Richard 
Gotfried and Jamie Kleinsteuber, the Rozsa Foundation 
Board, family members, Rozsa Award partners and the 
shortlisted candidates for the 2017 Rozsa Award, JP 
Thibodeau of Storybook Theatre, Carol Holmes of the Writers 
Guild of Alberta and David Chantler of Trickster Theatre.

The award celebration included a nod to last year’s recipient 
Eva Cairns by featuring décor and entertainment highlighting 

some of Catalyst Theatre’s past productions. The evening 
showcased their costumes, props, and 4 selections of music, 
composed by Johnathan Christenson with new lyrics for 
the occasion written by librettist Dan Perrott. Local artists 
welcomed guests and serenaded each nominee as they and 
their accomplishments were introduced.

The 2017 Rozsa Award for Excellence in Arts Management 
recipient was David Chantler, Founder & Producing Director 
of the Trickster Theatre Society.  David has been at the 
helm of Trickster Theatre since 1979. Over the years he has 
developed Trickster’s school-based theatre residencies and 
their suite of other educational program offerings using 
physical theatre as a medium for students to learn, do and 
share. Past collaborations with the Rozsa Foundation include 
funding for research that led to the report Kids Go Global and 
Socially Empowered Learning.

The evening was a tremendous success in bringing together 
the arts and business communities and promoting the value 
of excellent arts management in Alberta.

The Rozsa Award  
for Excellence in  
Arts Management
by Ainsley Soutiere
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Creative Calgary believes that it is 
time for Council to act by making 
a fair investment that establishes 
Calgary as a leader among Canadian 
municipalities. 

Creative 
Calgary
By Mary Rozsa de Coquet

Creative Calgary is a non-partisan group of citizens that care deeply 
about the role the arts play in connecting our communities and 
building a healthy, thriving city. Creative Calgary is run by a volunteer 
advisory group composed of arts organizations’ staff and board 
members, independent artists and individuals affiliated with creative 
industries. This group is led by Irfhan Rawji, entrepreneur; Donna 
Livingstone, CEO of the Glenbow Museum; and Mary Rozsa de Coquet 
C.M., Chair of the Rozsa Foundation. 

Creative Calgary is committed to significantly increased and sustained 
civic investment in arts organizations starting in 2019 with the 
four year civic budget cycle. Traditionally, the sector has relied on 
corporate support, but private enterprise is undergoing significant 
change and can no longer be expected to cover funding gap. Municipal 
underfunding of the arts sector presents a substantial risk to our 
city’s educational, financial and community vitality. As Foundation-
commissioned research has shown, this business model is not found 
elsewhere in Canada, clearly for good reason.

Calgary’s municipal investment in arts organizations is the lowest 
among comparable cities in Canada. Calgary art grants per capita 
are behind Edmonton, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver, 
meaning reduced talent attraction, development and retention both in 
the arts sector jobs and more broadly in Calgary. Creative industries 
employ over 50,000 of our citizens and are integral to economic 
diversification of the city. 

Creative Calgary believes that it is time for Council to act by making a 
fair investment that establishes Calgary as a leader among Canadian 
municipalities. This will also help all of the civic partners achieve their 
strategic goals which, in turn, will enable the City of Calgary to move 
forward. The Foundation has long advocated for the value of the arts 
in our city, so our commitment to Creative Calgary aligns fully with the 
objectives of this advocacy work.

Municipal Funding Gap

Calgary’s arts grants per capita
lag behind major cities across Canada (2015).

Vancouver $19.36

Edmonton $13.54

Montréal $9.35

Toronto $8.90

Winnipeg $7.02

Calgary       $6.50

MUNICIPAL FUNDING GAP

Calgary’s arts grants per capita lag behind 
major cities across Canada (2015).
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Finances
The Rozsa Foundation supports the Alberta 
arts community through contributions of 
funds towards each of our Strategic Goals. 
Our grants directly support arts organizations 
to undertake a variety of projects and 
processes. We heavily subsidize all of our 
arts leadership programs, ensuring low-cost 
access to arts administrators, managers and 
leaders to critical professional development 
opportunities. Recipients of the Rozsa 
Award receive both an individual and an 
organizational cash prize, along with a suite of 
award benefits provided by our Rozsa Award 
Partners, and we invest into research activities 
with sector-wide impact. We also provide 
support to a number of other special events 
and programs, and Rozsa family members 
also direct discretionary funds to non-arts 
initiatives from time to time. 
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Mary Rozsa  
de Coquet

OUR PARTNERS

MEMBERS

 Personal interaction and working collaboratively have long been key 
values of the Rozsa Foundation. Our work is possible in no small part 
due to the critical contributions made by our generous and engaged 
Partner organizations and our incredible Board of Directors, with 
whom we work closely to fulfill our vision and mission.

Working  
Together

Brenda-Ann 
Marks

Karen RiceMary Cristina 
Rozsa de 
Coquet

Ruth Ann  
Rayner

Alec MilneScott Rozsa



BOARD
Mary Rozsa de Coquet, Chair

Alec Milne, Treasurer

Mary Cristina Rozsa de Coquet, Secretary

Roman Cooney, Director (not pictured)

Bruce Halliday, Director

Brenda-Ann Marks, Director

Paul Moulton, Director

Ruth Ann Rayner, Director

STAFF
Simon Mallett, Executive Director

Geraldine Ysselstein, Arts Leadership Director

Derek Stevenson, Arts Leadership Manager

Sarah Adams, Communications Coordinator

Ainsley Soutiere, Administrative Assistant
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cSpace King Edward, suite 490 
1721 29 Ave SW, Calgary, AB  
T2T 6T7, Canada

(403) 245-6063

rozsafoundation.org  
admin@rozsafoundation.org

@RozsaFoundation

@RozsaFoundation

facebook.com/RozsaFoundation

http://www.facebook.com/RozsaFoundation
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